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A diagonal Latin square of order n can be embedded in a diagonal Latin 
square of order t if and only if t ~> 2n + 1. An incomplete diagonal Latin 
square of order n can be embedded in a diagonal Latin square of order t, if 
t = 4n -t- 4k, k = O, 1, 2 ..... or t >~ 8n. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
In [4], C. C. Lindner has shown that an incomplete diagonal Latin 
square can be embedded in a complete diagonal Latin square. The method 
he used is complicated and relies on a result of C. Treash [7] that an 
incomplete Steiner triple system of order n can be embedded in a complete 
Steiner triple system of order t < 2 2n. In view of the large size of this upper 
bound it seems probable that the complete diagonal Latin square con- 
structed by Lindner's method may be very large indeed compared with the 
size of the incomplete diagonal Latin square it contains. Here we give a 
simple alternative method which embeds any incomplete diagonal Latin 
square of order n in a complete diagonal Latin square of order 4n -t- 4k 
for any k ~> 0. We also show that a complete diagonal Latin square of 
order n can be embedded in a complete diagonal Latin square of order t if 
and only if t >~ 2n + 1, from which it follows that an incomplete diagonal 
Latin square of order n may be embedded in a complete diagonal Latin 
square of order t, if t ~> 8n. Finally, we give a lower bound for the number 
of completions of order 4n + 4k of an incomplete Latin square of order n. 
2. DEHNITIONS 
A (complete) Lat in  square  of order n on the distinct integers al ..... a~ is 
an array of n rows and n columns uch that each row and column consists 
of the integers al ,..., a , .  
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An incomplete Latin square of order n on the integers 1 ..... n is an array of  
n rows and n columns such that a subset of the n 2 places is occupied by 
integers from the set 1 .... , n and that no integer occurs more than once in 
any row or column. 
A Latin square or an incomplete Latin square of order n on 1,..., n is 
diagonal if the number i occupies the i-th position of  the i-th row, for 
eachi,  1 ~ i~n.  
An r × s Latin rectangle on the distinct integers al,..., an is an array of r 
rows and s columns formed from the integers al ,..., an in such a way that 
the integers in each row and column are distinct. 
3. KNOWN THEOREMS 
The main result we need in this paper is a theorem proved by Trevor 
Evans [1] and independently by S. K. Stein. 
THEOREM l. For any n, an incomplete Latin square of  order n can be 
embedded in a complete Latin square of'order t, for  any t >~ 2n. 
For n >~ 4 it was shown in [1] that there is an incomplete Latin square 
of order n which cannot be embedded in a complete Latin square of order 
less than 2n. Theorem 1 is an easy consequence of the following result, due 
to H. J. Ryser [5, 6]. 
THEOREM 2. Let N(i) be the number of  times the integer i occurs in an 
r x s Latin rectangle on 1 ..... n. A necessary and sufficient condition that the 
Latin rectangle can be extended to a Latin square of  order n is that 
N(i) >/ r + s - -  n, for i =- 1 ..... n. 
The following well-known result, due to Marshall Hall [2], also proved 
in [3] and [6], is a corollary of Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. An n X r (or r X n) Latin rectangle on 1 .... , n may be 
completed to form a Latin square of  order n. 
4. EMBEDDING COMPLETE DIAGONAL LATIN SQUARES 
Before we consider the main problem of embedding an incomplete 
diagonal Latin square, we shall deal with the simpler case of embedding a 
complete diagonal Latin square in a larger complete diagonal Latin 
square. 
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THEOREM 4. For any n, a diagonal Latin square of order n may be 
embedded in a diagonal Latin square of order t if and only if t ~ 2n + 1. 
Comment. The fact that the Latin square to be embedded is diagonal 
is irrelevant o the construction used in the proof. Clearly, if a Latin 
square of order t contains a smaller Latin square of order n (so that t > n), 
then the smaller one may be "unplugged" and replaced by another of the 
same order n. Here is an example of a diagonal Latin square of order 3 
embedded in a larger diagonal Latin square. The parameters are defined 
below. 
1 3 2 
3 2 1 
2 1 3 
11 13 15 
12 14 4 
13 15 5 
14 4 6 
15 5 7 
4 6 8 
5 7 9 
6 8 10 
7 9 11 
8 10 12 
9 11 13 
10 12 14 
10 l l  12 13 14 15 4 5 6 7 8 9 
14 15 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
15 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1l 12 13 14 
4 6 8 10 12 14 5 7 9 1 2 3 
3 5 7 9 11 13 15 6 8 10 1 2 
2 3 6 8 l0 12 14 4 7 9 11 1 
1 2 3 7 9 11 13 15 5 8 10 12 
13 1 2 3 8 10 12 14 4 6 9 11 
12 14 1 2 3 9 ll 13 15 5 7 10 
11 13 15 1 2 3 10 12 14 4 6 8 
9 12 14 4 1 2 3 11 13 15 5 7 
8 10 13 15 5 1 2 3 12 14 4 6 
7 9 11 14 4 6 1 2 3 13 15 5 
6 8 10 12 15 5 7 l 2 3 14 4 
5 7 9 11 13 4 6 8 1 2 3 15 
t = 15, n = 3, q = 12, p = 9. 
Proof of Theorem 4. O) Necessity. Let 
be a diagonal Latin square of order t on the numbers 1..... t which contains 
in the top left-hand corner a diagonal Latin square Ai of order n on the 
numbers 1 ..... n. Clearly A~ and Aa are Latin rectangles on the numbers 
n -k 1 .... , t. Therefore each row and column of A4 contains each of the 
numbers 1,..., n exactly once. The diagonal elements of A4 are from the 
set {n q- 1 ..... t} and so each row and column of A4 contains at least n -k 1 
numbers. Therefore t ~ 2n -k- 1. 
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(ii) Sufficiency. Let t >~ 2n 47 1 and letp and q be defined by t = 2n 47 p, 
t = n 47 q. Let the given diagonal Latin square of  order n on 1 .... , n be 
(air : i = 1 ..... n ; j  = 1,..., n). We have to embed this in a diagonal Latin 
square (alj : i = I,..., t ; j  -~ 1 ..... t). 
For any integer m let l(rn) and r(m) be defined by m = l(m) q + r(m), 
wheren4-  1 ~<r(m) ~n4-q .  Fors=0,1  .... ,q - -  1 let 
(an+s+l,n+s+l , an+s+l,r(n+s+2) , ' " ,  an+s+l,r(n+s+~o)) 
l 
(n + s + 1, r(n 47 s 4- 3),..., r(n 4- s 4- 2p -- 1)), 
if q is odd or if q is even and n 4- 2p ~ t, 
~-- (n + s 4- 1, r(n 47 s 4- 3) ..... r(n 47 s 4- q - -  1),r(n 4- s + 2), 
r(n 4- s 4- 4) ..... r(n 4- s + 2p -- q) = r(s 4- p)), 
if q is even and n 4- 2p > t. (1) 
Also, for s = 0, 1,..., q --  1 let 
(an+.~+la ,..., an+s+l.~) 
(r(n 47 s 4- 2p 47 1), r(n 4- s 4- 2p 4- 3),..., r(n 4- s -~ 2q -- 1)), 
if q is odd, 
I(r(n 4- s 47 2p 4- 1), r(n 4- s -q- 2p 4- 3),..., r(n 4- s 4- q -- 1), 
= r(n 4- s ÷ 2), r(n 4- s 4- 4) .... , r(n 4- s 4- q)), (2) 
I if q is even and n + 2p < t, 
(r(s 4- p 4- 2), r(s + p 4- 4),..., r(s 4- p + 2(q --  p)) = r(n 4- s 4- q)), 
if q is even and n + 2p >~ t, 
and let 
(an+s+l.~,(n+s+~+l) ,..., an+s+l,e(n+s+q) ) = (1, 2,..., n). (3) 
This defines the position of each of the numbers 1 ..... t in rows n 4- 1 ..... t, 
and it is easy to see that each number occurs exactly once in each of these 
rows .  
From (2) it follows that, for 1 <~ i ~< n, 
(an+l , i  , an+2.i ,..., an+q,i) 
((r(n 47 2p + 2(i --  1) 47 1), r(n 47 2p 4- 2(i --  1) 4- 2) ..... 
| r(n 47 2p 4- 2(i - -  1) 4- q)), 
if q is odd, or if q is even, n 4- 2p < t and 1 ~ i ~< (q/2) --  p, 
i fq i seven ,  n4 -2p  < tand(q /2 ) - -p  < i~n,  
(r(p 47 2i), r(p 47 2i 4- 1),..., r(p 4- 2i 47 q -- 1)), 
if q is even and n 47 2p >~ t. 
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Therefore each of the numbers 1,..., t occurs exactly once in columns 
1....~ rl. 
It follows from (1) that, for s = 0, 1,..., q -- 1, 
(an+s+l,n+s+l , ar(n+s),n+s+l , . . . ,  ar(n+s+2-3a),n+s+l) 
(n + s + l, r(n q- s + 2), r(n + s + 3),...,r(n + s + p)), 
t (  if q is odd or if q is even and n + 2p ~< t, 
+ + 
if q is even and n + 2p > t, (4) 
and from (3) that 
(a,(,~+,+z),,+,+l, a~(,+,+a).,+s+l .... , a,.(,+s+,+l),,~+,+l) = (n, n -  1 .... , 1). (5) 
Next, for s = 0, l ..... q -- 1, we let 
(al,n+s+l ~ a2.n+s+l ,..., an,n+s+l) 
/(r(n + s + p + 1) , r (n+s+p+2)  ..... r(n + s q- q)), 
if q is odd or if q is even and n -+- 2p ~< t, 
I (n -ks + q)), 
\ if q is even and n + 2p > t. 
In view of (4) and (5) it is now clear that each of the numbers 1 .... , t in 
columns n + l,..., t occurs exactly once. 
From (6) it follows that, for l ~< i ~< n, 
(ai,n+l , ai,n+2 ,..., ai,n+q) 
l 
( r (n+pq- i ) , r (n+pq- i+  1) ..... r (n+p+i+q- -  1)), 
if q is odd or if q is even and n + 2p ~ t, 
_ or if q is even, n + 2p > t, and i > 1, 
-- ! (r(n+q+n+2p>t,andi=l)'r(n+q+l.2) ..... r(n+~-ff)) , i fqiseven, 
Therefore, each of the numbers 1,..., t occurs exactly once in the rows 
1,..., n.  
This shows that the matrix (aij : i = 1 ..... t; j = 1 ..... t) so constructed 
is a Latin square, and concludes the proof  of Theorem 4. 
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5. EMBEDDING INCOMPLETE DIAGONAL LATIN SQUARES 
We now come to the main result of this paper, the proof of which is 
surprisingly simple. 
THEOREM 5. An incomplete diagonal Latin square of order n can be 
embedded in a complete diagonal Latin square of order 4n + 4k, for any 
k >~O. 
Proof. Let k ~ 0. Clearly an incomplete diagonal Latin square of 
order n on 1 ..... n can be embedded in an incomplete diagonal Latin 
square of order n + k on 1,..., n + k, and this, by Theorem 1, can be 
embedded in a Latin square A (which may or may not be diagonal) of 
order 2n + 2k on 1 ..... 2n + 2k. Let B be a second Latin square of order 
2n + 2k on 1,..., 2n + 2k. Let Cand D be Latin squares of order 2n + 2k 
on2n+2k+l  .... ,4n+4k.  Let 
[A11A2 ~ [ B11B2 ~ 
A . . . .  I - - -  , B . . . .  i . . . .  , 
where, for 1 ~< i ~< 4, A~, Bi,  C~, D~ are (n + k) × (n + k) matrices. 
Finally suppose that 
the main diagonal of B1 is (n + k ~- 1 .... ,2n + 2k), 
the main diagonal of C4 is (2n + 2k -}- 1,..., 3n + 3k), 
and the main diagonal of D4 is (3n + 3k + 1,..., 4n + 4k). 
Then the following matrix 
A1 Da A~ D2 , 
/ ~ I E ", 
/ - - - I -  - - I -  - -1 -  - - \  
l J I I 
C1 B1 C~ B2 l 
- - - I - - - I - - -L - - /  
j J J 
Ca B3 Ca Ba / 
- - - I - - -L - - I - - - /  
A 3 I 1)3 i A a I /)a 
is easily checked to be a diagonal Latin square of order 4n + 4k on 
1,..., 4n + 4k. This proves theorem 5. 
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Theorems 4 and 5 immediately ield 
THEOREM 6. An incomplete diagonal Latin square of order n can be 
embedded in a complete diagonal Latin square of order t, i f  t = 4n 4- 4k 
where k >~ O, or if t >~ Sn 4- 1. 
I f  n > 1 the argument used in the "sufficiency" part of the proof  of  
Theorem 4, applied with the smaller Latin square having one "off 
diagonal" element removed, shows that some incomplete diagonal Latin 
squares of order n > 1 cannot be embedded in diagonal Latin squares of  
order 2n or less. Therefore the following conjecture, if true, would be the 
best possible result! 
CONJECTtn~E. An incomplete diagonal Latin square of order n can be 
embedded in a complete diagonal Latin square of order t, if t >~ 2n 4- 1. 
6. LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE NUMBER OF COMPLETIONS 
The number of  ways of adding a row to an r × n Latin rectangle on 1,..., n 
to give an (r 4- 1) × n Latin rectangle on 1,..., n is (n --  r)! (see [3]). By 
examining the proof  of Theorems 1 and 2 it is easy to see that the number 
of  ways of  embedding an incomplete Latin square of order n 4- k in the top 
left-hand corner of  a complete Latin square of  order 2n 4- 2t2 is at least 
(n 4- k)! (n 4- k -- 1)! -.- 1 ! Similar remarks apply to the matrices B, C, D 
in the construction in Theorem 5. Therefore there are at least 
{(n + k)~(n + k - 1)~ ... ~}~ 
ways of  embedding an incomplete diagonal Latin square of  order n in a 
complete diagonal Latin square of  order 4n 4- 4k. 
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